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Abstract

Data augmentations are commonly used to increase the
robustness of deep neural networks. In most contempo-
rary research, the networks do not decide the augmenta-
tions; they are task-agnostic, and grid search determines
their magnitudes. Furthermore, augmentations applicable
to lower-dimensional data do not easily extend to higher-
dimensional data and vice versa. This paper presents an
auto-augmenter for images and meshes (AIM) that easily
incorporates into neural networks at training and inference
times. It jointly optimizes with the network to produce con-
strained, non-rigid deformations in the data. AIM predicts
sample-aware deformations suited for a task, and our ex-
periments confirm its effectiveness with various networks.

1. Introduction
Deep neural networks are prevailing in various computer

vision tasks. They are commonplace for the analysis of dig-
ital images [15, 16, 38] and 3D graphics [8, 14]. These net-
works try to emulate human cognition in a computerized
environment. However, despite the success of deep learning
in recent years, it is still not as robust as human vision.

Learning methods for vision-based tasks need to dis-
associate between what an object looks like and where it
lies in space. To this end, it is common to pre-process in-
put data to neural networks with augmentation approaches.
Some augmentations make neural networks more tolerant
of geometric changes in data. For instance, augmentation
techniques such as affine transformations, random horizon-
tal flipping, and random cropping are standard for image
processing. For mesh analysis, jittering of mesh elements
is performed along with affine transformations. These aug-
mentations also form the basis of other advanced data
augmentation strategies [5, 11, 21, 32, 42, 55] and frame-
works [2, 54]. The augmentations mentioned above do not
directly participate in the learning process and are not de-
pendent on a task’s objective. Thus, they are non-learnable
and task-agnostic.
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Figure 1. AIM performs non-rigid deformations on the input data
to a task network during training and testing. AIM learns to detect
critical regions in the samples to solve a task and increases their
spatial coverage. As shown, it applies to both images and meshes.

Conversely, task-aware augmentation approaches [5, 12,
20, 26, 37] jointly optimize with neural networks. A com-
mon theme to this set of approaches is to sequentially learn
which transformations suit a task, where to employ them,
and to what extent they should be applied. However, at
present, many learnable augmentation methods are con-
strained to the dimensions of their underlying representa-
tions. Methods applicable to 2D images are either unsuit-
able or have no clear way to extend to 3D data and vice
versa. In this work, we build upon these insights and short-
comings to propose an Auto-Augmenter for Images and
Meshes (AIM).
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Eye movements in human beings are primarily catego-
rized into four categories: fixation [39], saccades [10], sta-
bilization [4], and smooth pursuit [24]. By fixating eyes
at specific locations, the human visual system can enhance
their resolution to process fine spatial details. AIM closely
imitates human fixation. It is implemented as a data pre-
processor to jointly optimize with existing neural networks
for image and mesh analysis. First, AIM infers regions in
the images and meshes that contain critical information to
solve a task. Then, it increases the spatial resolution of these
regions and simultaneously reduces spatial coverage of non-
crucial areas. A visual illustration of this process is in Fig. 1.
The main contributions of this paper are:

• AIM’s novel and differentiable spatial warper.

• An attention module for graph data.

• A novel directional consistency loss to constrain defor-
mations produced by AIM.

• Experiments on multiple data sets for image classifica-
tion, mesh classification, and mesh segmentation.

2. Related Works
We split existing data augmentation approaches for neu-

ral networks into two broad categories: non-learnable aug-
mentations and learnable augmentations. Methods in both
categories apply to digital images or 3D geometric data such
as meshes and point clouds. The non-learnable augmenta-
tions have no trainable parameters, and their ideal magni-
tudes depend on an extensive grid search. On the other hand,
the learnable approaches contain trainable parameters and
employ augmentations suited for a task.

2.1. Non-Learnable Augmentations

Propagating randomly cropped image regions train a
neural network in disentangling textural features from their
positions. Image rotation and flipping increase neural net-
works’ invariance to varying poses of objects. Random
Erasing [56] and CutOut [6] replace continuous regions
in images with random values to achieve tolerance to oc-
cluded views of objects. Color jitter randomly changes
image brightness, contrast, or saturation during training.
Dropout [18] regularizes a neural network by randomly
dropping neuron activations while training. It can be con-
sidered as feature map augmentation. CutMix [55] replaces
image regions with random patches from other images to
retain the regularization effect of regional dropout strate-
gies. Cut-Thumbnail [52] is similar to CutMix. But unlike
CutMix, it replaces image regions with thumbnails. Grid-
Mask [1] balances deletion and conservation of regions by
dropping discontinuous areas in images. Like GridMask,
MeshCut [21] overlays a square mesh grid upon images

to drop non-continuous parts. AugMix [17] increases ro-
bustness to corruptions in data distributions. All these non-
learnable augmentation techniques improve the representa-
tional capacity of neural networks. However, most regular-
ize the networks by dropping regions instead of focusing on
the correct ones. Also, it is unclear how these techniques
apply to 3D data. In particular, photometric augmentation
techniques find no use in augmenting purely geometric data.

Meshes and point clouds are commonly augmented
by scaling, translating, and jittering the position of ver-
tices [8, 35]. However, there are only a few advanced aug-
mentation techniques for 3D data. PointMixup [3] takes
inspiration from the image domain and interpolates point
clouds and their corresponding labels. Mix3D [32] cre-
ates new scenes by combining two augmented scenes. Such
a mixup allows generalization beyond contextual priors.
PatchAugment [42] augments feature maps of neural net-
works [35, 50] operating on point clouds. MeshCNN [14]
augments meshes by performing anisotropic scaling and
random edge flips.

2.2. Learnable Augmentations

Spatial Transformer Networks (STN) [20] learn and per-
form various transformations (affine, projective, and thin
plate spline) on images. However, extreme image transfor-
mations can occur for thin plate spline based STN. STN
can also crop regions in images when the determinant of
the left 2×2 sub-matrix in the affine transformation matrix
has a magnitude less than one. However, no such constraint
was explicitly imposed. Some methods augment input im-
ages to a network by increasing spatial coverage of cer-
tain image regions. Saliency Sampler (SS) [37] increases
spatial coverage of task-aware salient regions in images.
These salient regions are inferred with a pre-trained Con-
volutional Neural Network (CNN) [16]. Millions of train-
able parameters in this CNN update during network back-
propagation, making their approach computationally expen-
sive. Also, it is unclear how SS extends to 3D data. The
other works [7, 22, 44, 53] derived from SS also suffer from
similar limitations. Marin et al. [29] formulated a content-
adaptive downsampling method that favors locations near
semantic boundaries of classes prior to image downsam-
pling. However, this method is limited by selecting down-
sampling locations to a manually designed sampling objec-
tive. AutoAugment [5] does not provide any novel augmen-
tation approaches. Instead, it uses a search algorithm to de-
termine the best training policy. KeepAugment [12] learns
to preserve important regions from regional dropout. For 3D
point clouds, PointAugment [26] augments point clouds us-
ing an adversarial training strategy. Currently, no learnable
augmenter exists for mesh data to the best of our knowl-
edge. This work introduces an augmenter with very few
trainable parameters, and it applies to images and meshes.
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3. Overview and Notations
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Figure 2. An overview of AIM. AIM’s components jointly opti-
mize with a task network to augment the input data.

The setup of deep learning methodologies for supervised
learning tasks is standard. We interchangeably refer to the
neural network for a task as a task network. A task network
(T ) first learns on samples in the set of training data. We
denote the training set as Dtrain = {(x(i)train, y(i)train)}mi=1,
where x(i)train is an ith sample from the m training samples.
y(i)train is the task label of x(i)train. After training, T attempts
to predict task labels on a testing set Dtest. As illustrated in
Fig. 2, incorporating AIM with T is straightforward. At the
commencement of the training phase, AIM augments every
sample in a single batch of Dtrain and propagates it to T .
Based on the loss from the task network and the directional
consistency loss, the trainable parameters in AIM and T are
optimized together. Then, AIM refines the augmentations
for the next mini-batch, and this process continues up until
T reaches convergence. During the test phase, AIM aug-
ments all samples in Dtest to produce an augmented testing
set D′

test. Finally, D′
test is sent forth to T for evaluation.

Note that AIM learns augmentations on a per-sample basis.
In this paper, we apply AIM to supervised learning tasks.

A key aspect of AIM is to jointly optimize with a task net-
work for augmenting input images and meshes effectively.
It consists of three major stand-alone components: a spatial
warper, an attention module, and a directional consistency
loss. The spatial warper performs non-rigid deformations
on the input data. It adaptively increases or decreases the
coverage of different regions within the input. The attention
module decides the locations and magnitude of the defor-
mations. Finally, the directional consistency loss constrains
the locations from the attention module. We present details
on each component in the next section.

4. Method

We first elucidate upon AIM’s spatial warper in sec-
tion 4.1 and demonstrates how to use it for image and mesh
data. Then, section 4.2 presents AIM’s attention module im-
plemented as a graph convolutional network. Next, we for-
mulate the directional consistency loss in section 4.3 and

introduce our end-to-end strategy to incorporate AIM with
a task network. Lastly, we provide implementations details
in section 4.4.

4.1. Spatial Warper

Recent research [19, 20, 37, 51] shows that information
in certain regions in the data contributes more to a neu-
ral network’s decision-making ability than the information
in the remaining areas. Thus, intuitively, it is reasonable to
assume that fixating on the informative regions should im-
prove a network’s ability to make task-based decisions. The
spatial warper (SW) in AIM fixates on different regions in
the data by increasing their spatial coverage. Note that the
spatial warper does not detect the highly informative areas
beneficial to the task by itself.

The SW operates on the graph data structure. The topol-
ogy of a graph (G) is given by its set of vertices V = {vi}nv

i=1

and its set of edges E = {ei}ne
i=1. Here, vi and ei represent

an ith instance of the vertices and edges, respectively. nv

and ne represent the cardinality of V and E , respectively.
Each ei connects to two vertices (v0i and v1i ). The SW pro-
duces non-rigid deformations in G by adjusting the position
of its vertices. This adjustment is achieved by changing the
edge length of each ei. A simple brute-force approach to
locally change edge lengths can be to multiply a unique co-
efficient by the length of each edge. However, vertices in a
graph usually connect to multiple other vertices, and an un-
constrained multiplication of coefficients can cause extreme
deformations. Moreover, in the case of visual data such as
images or meshes, deformations would appear unnatural
and important regions would deform beyond recognition.
Therefore, it is necessary to conserve the global shape of G
to a certain extent. Thus, the SW minimizes deformation in
the overall shape of G while deforming each edge locally.
Such a constrained deformation of G can be achieved by
minimizing the energy function E in equation 1:

E =
∑
ei∈E

∣∣∣∣ (x0
i − x1

i )− γi(v
0
i − v1i )

v0i − v1i + ϵ−1

∣∣∣∣2 , (1)

where:

v0i , v
1
i = initial location of endpoints for an edge ei

along an independent direction in space
x0
i , x

1
i = post-minimization locations for endpoints of

ei along an independent direction in space
γi = deformation coefficient for edge ei
ϵ−1 = a large number

The deformation coefficient (γi) for an edge ei is com-
puted as per equation 2. It is a linear combination of the
deformation factor (∆) and the sensitivity (si) of ei to defor-
mation. ∆ is a scalar with constant magnitude. Both ∆ and
si ∈ S are between zero and one. Note that a higher si does
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not necessarily imply that an edge will expand more than
another edge with a lower si. The extent of the deforma-
tions is governed by α and β. Thus, the SW can adaptively
expand or shrink the spatial coverage of the edges indepen-
dent of the magnitude of their sensitivity. In the remainder
of this paper, we denote the set of deformation sensitivity of
all edges in G as S.

γi = αsi + β(1− si)

{
α = 1, if β = ∆

β = 1, if α = ∆
(2)

In equation 1, x0
i and x1

i are the updated positions of
edge endpoints for an edge ei after minimization. Thus,
prior to minimization, their locations are unknown. Since
V constitutes the endpoints of all edges, the energy function
E can also be expressed in terms of vertices. The reformu-
lation of E is represented as E ′ in equation 3.

E ′ =
∑
vi∈V

∑
vj∈

N (vi)

x2
i − 2xixj − 2γixi(vi − vj) + c

(vi − vj + ϵ−1)2
(3)

where:

vi = location of an ith vertex along an independent
direction in space

N (vi) = immediate vertex neighborhood of vi
vj = a vertex neighbor of vi
xi = location of vi after minimizing E ′

xj = location of vj after minimizing E ′

γi = deformation coefficient for the edge ei
between vi and vj

c = a constant
ϵ−1 = a large number

The goal of the SW is to minimize the overall movement
of the vertices while resizing the edges. We can achieve this
by taking partial derivatives of E ′ with respect to each xi

and equating it to zero, as shown in equation 4.

∂E ′

∂xi
=

∑
vj∈

N (vi)

2xi − 2xj − 2γi(vi − vj)

(vi − vj + ϵ−1)2
= 0 (4)

We obtain a linear equation in terms of an unknown ver-
tex xi and its unknown vertex neighbors from equation 4.
Once linear equations for all vertices are obtained, the min-
imization of E ′ can be expressed as a sparse linear system
of the form AX = B . The matrix A ∈ RV×V and a vector
B ∈ RV×1 are known and computed as per equation 5. AIJ

represents a row in matrix A for a vertex xi and its vertex
neighbors. The vector X = {xi}nv

i=1 is unknown and can be
approximated through a sparse linear solver.

Original  
 Image

Edge sensitivities
highlighted on the

image graph 

Warped  
Image 

Original   
Mesh

Edge sensitivities  
highlighted on the 

original mesh 

Deformed
Mesh

Figure 3. The spatial warper applies to images and meshes. Edges
with higher sensitivity are highlighted in red. From the top row, we
can observe that the spatial warper increases the spatial coverage
of pixels in the original image by shrinking the edges with higher
edge sensitivity. For meshes (bottom row), the spatial warper ex-
pands edges with higher sensitivity. [Best viewed in color]

AIJ =


∑

vj∈N (vi)

2
(vi−vj+ϵ−1)2 , if I = J

−2
(vi−vj+ϵ−1)2 , if I ̸= J

0, otherwise

BI =
∑
vj∈

N (vi)

2γi(vi − vj)

(vi − vj + ϵ−1)2

(5)

4.1.1 Spatial Warping of Images and Meshes

To apply the spatial warper to images, we consider that the
underlying representation of an image is a graph. The pixels
of an image are considered nodes of the graph. The edges
between these nodes are defined in an ad-hoc fashion. In
AIM, edges only exist between the horizontal and vertical
neighbors of a pixel. The SW is thus applicable to images.
For images, β in equation 2 is one. Therefore, edges with
higher sensitivity will shrink more than edges with a lower
sensitivity. Interpolation on an original image with such a
deformation grid will increase the spatial coverage of pix-
els connected to the edges with higher sensitivity. This phe-
nomenon can be observed in the top row of Fig. 3.
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Figure 4. Design of AIM’s Attention Module. The attention module infers edge sensitivities from graph convolutional layers. Thus, the
number of training parameters are low, and sensitivities can be inferred on Euclidean as well as non-Euclidean data.

In the case of mesh data, α in equation 2 is one. Setting
α to one allows the nodes connected to edges with higher
deformation sensitivity to increase their spatial coverage.
Note that post-deformation, the image deformation grid and
meshes are normalized to fit a sphere of radius one and are
centered at the origin.

4.2. Attention Module

As mentioned earlier, the spatial warper cannot deter-
mine informative regions in the input data by itself. There-
fore, any attention mechanism that aids the spatial warper
and a task network to identify the informative regions in the
input data must follow three key criteria:

• Since the spatial warper operates on graphs, the atten-
tion mechanism must also operate on graphs.

• The attention mechanism learns edge sensitivities in
synergy with a task.

• The attention mechanism can learn edge sensitivities
in independent directions in space.

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are currently
the de-facto choice for analyzing images and other Eu-
clidean data. Numerous attention mechanisms [19, 51] also
exist for CNNs. However, CNNs do not generalize well to
non-Euclidean data such as meshes and graphs. Some recent
methods [8, 14, 31, 45, 46] have designed specialized con-
volutional operators for meshes. However, they made strict
assumptions about the mesh geometry (manifoldness, etc.).
AIM’s attention module is realized as a graph convolutional
network to conform to the criteria mentioned above. The ar-
chitecture of this attention module is shown in Fig. 4. The
attention module infers edge sensitivities (S) along each
independent direction in the input data. For example, in
the case of images, edge sensitivities are learned separately
along the x-axis (Sx) and the y-axis (Sy). S is constrained
between zero and one through min-max normalization.

4.3. Directional Consistency Loss

It is conducive for a task network reasoning about visual
data to disambiguate between the appearance of regions in
the data and where the regions lie in space. As the spatial
warper applies along independent directions in space, de-
formations will vary along each direction. However, ideally,
deformations should not vary in each direction. For exam-
ple, the highly informative parts in an image should be de-
formed more than the non-informative areas in both the x-
axis and the y-axis. AIM achieves this constraint through
directional consistency loss (Ldc). It enforces the attention
module’s embeddings (edge sensitivities) to be consistent
along each independent direction in space. It maximizes the
cosine similarity between the embeddings in the different
directions. For a mini-batch of N images, with spatial at-
tention Sx and Sy along the x-axes and y-axes, respectively,
the directional consistency loss is computed according to
equation 6. It is clear from equation 6 when Sx and Sy are
completely dissimilar, Ldc will be two. When Sx and Sy are
the same, Ldc will be zero.

Ldc = Lxy
dc = 1− 1

N

∑ Sx · Sy

∥Sx∥ · ∥Sy∥
(6)

For a mini-batch of meshes, loss in the directional con-
sistency is computed as per equation 7 below:

Ldc = Lxy
dc + Lyz

dc + Lzx
dc , (7)

where Lxy
dc is the directional consistency loss between Sx

and Sy . Lyz
dc is computed between Sy and Sz , and similarly

Lzx
dc is the loss in the directional consistency between Sz

and Sx. The directional consistency loss is task-agnostic.
With the spatial warper, attention module, and directional
consistency loss clearly defined, AIM is thus realized. We
trained and evaluated various task networks with AIM in an
end-to-end manner for different supervised learning tasks in
section 5.
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4.4. Implementation Details

We implemented AIM using PyTorch [34], PyTorch Ge-
ometric [9], Torch Sparse Solve [25], and PyTorch3D [36].
The graph convolutions in the attention module is the
GraphSAGE [13] operator. The number of hidden layer
channels (C) is 64 for images and 32 for meshes. We per-
form bilinear interpolation of images by borrowing the grid
sampler introduced in STN [20]. Edge sensitivity is inferred
by averaging features of the vertices at their endpoints.
When applying AIM to images, we set the edge sensitiv-
ity at the border of the images to the minimum value in (S).
Thus, border pixels are reasonably conserved after warp-
ing. Our code is available at https://github.com/
VimsLab/AIM.

5. Experiments
Fine-grain visual categorization of images is a funda-

mental task in computer vision. Likewise, classification and
segmentation of meshes are fundamental in 3D shape anal-
ysis tasks. We applied AIM to classify images and meshes
in multiple data sets. We also evaluated AIM for the seg-
mentation of meshes.

5.1. Experimental Setup

We applied AIM for the fine-grain classification of im-
ages in the CUB-200 [49] and the Oxford-IIT Pets [33] data
sets. The CUB-200 data set contains images of 200 bird
species. The birds appear at different scales and poses and
are not tightly cropped. The training set contains approxi-
mately 6k images, and the testing set contains about 5.8k
images. The Oxford-IIT Pets only contains images of cats
and dogs. There are 37 pet categories in this data set, and
the images exhibit large variations in scale, pose, and light-
ing. It contains roughly 7.3k images, with about 200 images
per class. The sizes of the training and testing sets are near-
equal. We trained ResNet [16] and EfficientNet [48] with
AIM to classify the images in these data sets. Both net-
works were trained with the Stochastic Gradient Descent
optimizer with a momentum of 0.9 and weight decay set to
1e-4. For the ResNet models, the learning rate was 0.01, and
the batch size was 128. For EfficientNet, the learning rate
was 0.001, and the batch size was 48. The spatial warper
sub-sampled 224×224 images from 700×700 images for
CUB-200. For Oxford-IIT Pets, 224×224 images were sub-
sampled from 448×448 images. ∆ was set to 0.72.

For mesh classification, AIM was employed with Mesh-
Net [8] and MeshNet++ [46]. The attention module’s input
features for mesh data were the vertex normals, curvature,
or one-ring neighborhood area around the vertices. Both
networks were evaluated on the McGill 3D Shape Bench-
mark (MSB) [43] and the SHREC-11 [28] data sets. MSB
consists of 458 meshes belonging to 19 classes. The number

of vertices varies across this data set. The SHREC-11 data
set consists of 600 mesh models from 30 classes. We follow
a similar training strategy mentioned in MeshNet++, except
that we set the learning rate to 0.001 instead of 0.0002 for
MSB. ∆ was set between 0.7 to 0.9. Finally, we trained Dif-
fusionNet [41] with AIM to segment body parts in the hu-
man body data set [30]. ∆ was set to 0.9. We obtained ∆
for all models through a grid search.

5.2. Quantitative Experimental Results

5.2.1 Image Analysis

We first evaluated AIM with the following three variants of
ResNet: ResNet-18, ResNet-34, and ResNet-50. As shown
in Table 1, training these networks with AIM gave higher
accuracies than the baseline models. For the CUB-200 data
set, the accuracies were significantly higher. We also eval-
uated AIM against other augmentation techniques such as
Random Erasing [56] and Saliency Sampler [37]. We com-
pared AIM against Random Erasing to check if eliminating
regions in the images is conducive to fine-grain visual cat-
egorization. We also compared AIM against Saliency Sam-
pler (SS) since it also enlarges the spatial coverage of re-
gions beneficial to tasks like AIM. Both Random Erasing
and Saliency Sampler are trained with the same experimen-
tal setup without bells and whistles.

We observed that randomly erasing the regions within
the input data was not conducive to the fine-grain classi-
fication of images. A possible explanation for low accu-
racies using Random Erasing could be that other objects
do not heavily occlude the animals’ images in both data
sets. Thus, Random Erasing might have removed regions
essential for a classifier to make correct decisions. Overall,
Saliency Sampler gives slightly lower yet comparable ac-
curacies to AIM. This difference in the accuracies can be
attributed to Saliency Sampler’s inability to constrain de-
formations within the border of an image. For example, if
highly informative regions lie at image borders, SS will par-
tially eliminate those regions. Another reason for lower ac-
curacies in SS could be that its inferred saliency is only con-
strained by the loss function of the task network. Whereas in
AIM, the edge sensitivities are also constrained through the
directional consistency loss. We also compared the number
of learnable parameters (#Params) in millions (M) between
AIM and SS in Table 1. It can be observed that AIM has
nearly the same number of parameters as the baseline mod-
els and has a significantly lower number of parameters than
SS. We observed similar accuracies for the above-discussed
methods for EfficientNet as well.

5.2.2 Mesh Analysis

We also evaluated MeshNet++ and MeshNet with AIM for
classifying meshes in MSB and the split-16 of SHREC-11.
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Method CUB- Oxford-IIT #Params
200 Pets in M

Acc(%) Acc(%)

ResNet-18 78.3 91.6 11.3
ResNet-18 79.4 90.9 11.3

+ Random Erasing (↑ 1.1) (↓ 0.7)
ResNet-18 78.7 91.9 22.9

+ SS (↑ 0.4) (↑ 0.3)
ResNet-18 79.4 91.9 11.3

+ AIM (Ours) (↑ 1.1) (↑ 0.3)

ResNet-34 79.8 92.5 21.4
ResNet-34 80.6 91.5 21.4

+ Random Erasing (↑ 0.8) (↓ 1.0)
ResNet-34 77.7 91.3 33.0

+ SS (↓ 1.1) (↓ 1.2)
ResNet-34 80.4 93.0 21.4

+ AIM (Ours) (↑ 0.6) (↑ 0.5)

ResNet-50 81.7 93.4 23.9
ResNet-50 81.7 92.1 23.9

+ Random Erasing (↑ 0.0) (↓ 1.3)
ResNet-50 82.4 93.6 35.3

+ SS (↑ 0.7) (↑ 0.2)
ResNet-50 82.5 93.5 23.9

+ AIM (Ours) (↑ 0.8) (↑ 0.1)

EfficientNet-b0 82.0 92.7 4.3
EfficientNet-b0 82.2 92.4 4.3

+ Random Erasing (↑ 0.2) (↓ 0.3)
EfficientNet-b0 82.5 93.0 15.8

+ SS (↑ 0.5) (↑ 0.3)
EfficientNet-b0 82.8 93.4 4.3
+ AIM (Ours) (↑ 0.8) (↑ 0.7)

EfficientNet-b1 82.8 93.3 6.8
EfficientNet-b1 83 93.3 6.8

+ Random Erasing (↑ 0.2) (↑ 0.0)
EfficientNet-b1 82 92.8 18.3

+ SS (↓ 0.8) (↓ 0.5)
EfficientNet-b1 83.1 93.3 6.8
+ AIM (Ours) (↑ 0.3) (↑ 0.0)

EfficientNet-b2 83.5 93.7 8.0
EfficientNet-b2 82.8 93.6 8.0

+ Random Erasing (↓ 0.7) (↓ 0.1)
EfficientNet-b2 80.9 93.5 19.5

+ SS (↓ 2.6) (↓ 0.2)
EfficientNet-b2 84.0 93.7 8.0
+ AIM (Ours) (↑ 0.5) (↑ 0.0)

Table 1. Classification accuracies (Acc) of methods for the fine-
grain visual categorization of images in multiple data sets. The
size of images to the task networks was fixed to 224 × 224.

The split-16 contains 16 models per class for training and
4 for testing. From Table 2, we observed that AIM signif-
icantly increased the classification accuracies of MeshNet
on both data sets. However, the overall classification ac-
curacies were still low because MeshNet is not robust in
classifying unoriented meshes. For a stronger learner, such
as MeshNet++, improvements were still observed. Mesh-
Net++ achieved a 100% classification accuracy on split-16.
Thus, it is challenging to verify how much AIM contributed
to MeshNet++’s decision-making ability.

Method MSB SHREC-11 (split-16)
Acc(%) Acc(%)

MeshNet 56.5 55.6
MeshNet with 67.3 63.1

AIM (↑ 10.8) (↑ 7.5)

MeshNet++ 94.5 100
MeshNet++ with 95.6 100

AIM (↑ 1.1) (↑ 0.0)

Table 2. Comparison of classification accuracies (Acc) of mesh
classification methods on multiple data sets. AIM significantly im-
proved classification accuracies for the MeshNet model.

Finally, DiffusionNet was evaluated with AIM to seg-
ment body parts in meshes of the human body. We observed
that training and testing DiffusionNet with AIM increased
the segmentation accuracies. We also trained and tested Dif-
fusionNet by randomly jittering the position of vertices in
the meshes. As seen in Table 3, the accuracies significantly
dropped when vertices were randomly moved at test time
without any learning. These experimental results support
that learning by AIM is not random, but it is in synergy
with the task network.

Method Acc(%)

DiffusionNet 90.9

DiffusionNet + jitter 87.9
(↓ 3.0)

DiffusionNet + AIM 91.3
(↑ 0.4)

Table 3. Comparison of accuracies (Acc) for segmenting body
parts in human body meshes.

6. Qualitative Experimental Validation
The directional consistency loss enforces edge sensitiv-

ities from AIM’s attention module to be similar in all in-
dependent directions in space. Thus, in the case of images,
the edge sensitivities highlighted on the deformation grid
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along each separate direction must appear similar. We qual-
itatively verify this in Fig. 5 below.

Images Edge sensitivities
along the x-axis

Edge sensitivities
along the y-axis

Figure 5. The directional consistency loss enforces edge sensitivi-
ties (from the attention module) in independent directions in space
to be similar. Higher edge sensitivities are highlighted in red. [Best
viewed in color]

7. Ablation Studies

In our ablation study, we first verified the significance of
AIM’s directional consistency loss (Ldc). We trained all the
models in Table 1 with and without the directional consis-
tency loss and reported results in Table 4. Results suggest
that using AIM with Ldc is beneficial to a downstream task.

Method CUB-200 Oxford-IIT Pets
- Ldc + Ldc - Ldc + Ldc

ResNet-18 78.7 79.4 91.3 91.9

ResNet-34 80.4 79.8 92.6 93

ResNet-50 82.3 82.5 93.5 93.5

EfficientNet-b0 81.8 82.8 93.2 93.4

EfficientNet-b1 83.1 83.1 93.2 93.0

EfficientNet-b2 83.3 84 93.2 93.7

Table 4. Comparison of image classification accuracies for meth-
ods utilizing AIM with and without directional consistency loss
(Ldc). When a classifier was trained with Ldc, we denote it by
+Ldc, and when trained without Ldc, it is denoted as -Ldc.

We also verify whether or not AIM is an augmentation
strategy for only the training phase. By setting ∆ to one, no
deformations will be performed by AIM. Thus, we set ∆ to
one and report the results in Table 5. Comparing the results
of Table 5 against the results of Table 1 (where ∆ is 0.7),
we observed that the classification accuracies decreased.

Method CUB-200 Oxford-IIT Pets
Acc(%) Acc(%)

ResNet-18 78.8 91.7
ResNet-34 80.1 92.8
ResNet-50 82.0 93.3

EfficientNet-b0 82.3 92.9
EfficientNet-b1 83.1 93.1
EfficientNet-b2 83.2 93.4

Table 5. Comparison of classification accuracies (Acc) when AIM
is only used for training image classifiers and not for testing.

8. Discussion and Limitations

AIM can reasonably conserve the border pixels in im-
ages after warping. However, for a low ∆ value, the spatial
coverage of task-critical pixels can be reduced. If ∆ is low
for very tightly cropped images, task-critical image pixels
could even be eliminated. AIM can also find itself limited
in tasks requiring conservation of the input data geometry.
Stacking more graph convolutions in the attention module
will not necessarily increase the task performance [23], but
it will increase computational overhead. In addition, AIM’s
computational cost will further increase if applied to more
than three or four-dimensional data. Semi-supervised learn-
ing approaches can be a viable option in such scenarios [27].
In our experiments, DiffusionNet trained on a large number
of vertices, and this significantly increased the size of the
matrix A in equation 5. Moreover, AIM cannot solve for a
very large number of vertices (X ) on most modern GPUs.
Thus, incorporating AIM with DiffusionNet increases train-
ing and testing times significantly. AIM recomputes the lo-
cations of the vertices during training and testing. However,
some methods [14, 31, 40, 47] pre-processed vertex-based
features before training, and they cannot use AIM.

9. Conclusion

We introduced an auto-augmenter for deep neural net-
works called AIM. AIM can augment two-dimensional im-
age data as well as three-dimensional mesh data. AIM aug-
ments the data by producing constrained, non-rigid defor-
mations at locations learned by an attention module. A key
characteristic of AIM is to jointly optimize with neural net-
works for varied tasks during training and inference times.
Thus, it can estimate the deformations suited to achieve bet-
ter performance on tasks. We evaluated AIM for classifying
images and meshes in multiple data sets. Furthermore, as
AIM can conserve the connectivity in the input data, we
also evaluated it for segmenting meshes. Our experimental
results demonstrated that AIM effectively increased the ro-
bustness of neural networks on multiple tasks.
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